Abstract.-Current models of diversification with evolving speciation rates have trouble mimicking the extreme imbalance seen in estimated phylogenies. However, these models have not incorporated extinction. Here, we report on a simple simulation model that includes heritable and evolving speciation rates coupled with mass extinctions, Random (but not selective) mass extinctions, coupled with evolving among-lineage variation in speciation rates, increase imbalance of postrecovery clades. Thus, random mass extinctions are plausible contributors to the imbalance of modern clades. Paleontological evidence suggests that mass extinctions are often random with respect to ecological and morphological traits, consistent with our simulations. In contrast, evidence that the current anthropogenic mass extinction is phylogenetically selective suggests that the current extinction episode may be qualitatively different from past ones in the way it reshapes future biotas. [Biodiversity; mass extinction; phylogeny; speciation; tree balance.]
Phylogenetic tree shapes are governed by relative rates of speciation and extinction (Mooers and Heard, 1997) . We have both elegant theory (e.g., Yule, 1924; Nee et al., 1995) and data (e.g., Willis, 1922; Purvis and Agapow, 2002) concerning tree shapes, especially imbalance (the extent to which lineages within a clade tend to differ in diversity). A simple null model for imbalance is the equal rates Markov (ERM) model, under which instantaneous rates of diversification (speciation minus extinction) are equal for all lineages within an evolving clade, but stochastic variation in realized diversification rates can produce a variety of actual tree shapes (Mooers and Heard, 1997) . The consequences of the ERM model for patterns in diversity are well known, but the consensus from modern compilations is that in real clades lineages differ in diversity much more than expected under the ERM model (reviewed by Purvis, 1996; Mooers and Heard, 1997 ; see also Harcourt-Brown et al., 2001; Stam, 2002; Purvis and Agapow, 2002) . This consensus suggests strongly that real diversification rates are not equal, with some groups significantly more diverse than others, and much effort has been spent identifying causes for high (and low) diversity in particular clades (e.g., Heard and Hauser, 1995; Gittleman and Purvis, 1998; Barraclough and Savolainen, 2001; Lieberman, 2001) .
Importantly, however, the degree of departure of real trees from the ERM model is itself surprising; i.e., simple but plausible models of macroevolution often predict phylogenies more imbalanced than those predicted by the ERM model but not as strongly imbalanced as real phylogenies. The motivation for the present study was a simple model presented by Heard (1996) highlighting this discrepancy. In this model, speciation rate depended on an evolving trait of individuals (such as body size). However, parameter values best mimicking observed tree shapes corresponded to implausibly rapid trait evolution and, therefore, implausibly broad variation in speciation rates. For instance, the best match to observed tree shapes had >30% of sister pairs differing by at least a factor of two in trait value (and hence in their subsequent probability of speciation). Such differences seem extreme compared with trait distributions in real clades, even those representing adaptive radiations. For instance, among Darwin's finches (Geospiza, Cactospiza, and Camarhynchus), three ecologically important traits (body mass, beak depth, and beak length) never vary twofold between sister species and rarely differ so much even among nonsister congeners (11%, 5%, and 16% of 19 congeneric pairs, respectively; our analysis of data from Lack [1947] and Grant [1986] ). Kirkpatrick and Slatkin (1993) reached a similar conclusion based on a very different model of diversification, and more sophisticated models (Losos and Adler, 1995; Chan and Moore, 1999 ) only increase our surprise, because they draw attention to biological mechanisms that can reduce (not increase) imbalance.
Both Heard's (1996) and Kirkpatrick and Slatkin's (1993) models considered only the speciation component of diversification. Here, we explore how simple models of mass extinction interact with heritable speciation rates to alter phylogenetic tree shape. The simplest form of mass extinction (random extinction of lineages with respect to their speciation probabilities) is also the most powerful generator of realistic (i.e., imbalanced) tree shapes. We also review paleontological evidence that past mass extinctions have most likely included important elements of randomness, and we suggest that episodes of random mass extinction may have contributed (in addition to heritability of speciation rates and perhaps other mechanisms) to the strongly imbalanced phylogenetic tree shapes we see in nature-tree shapes that reflect dramatic skewness in the sizes of modern clades.
METHODS
We simulated radiation, extinction, and recovery in hypothetical clades using a computer program (available on request from FIGURE 1. A clade diversifying, experiencing random mass extinction, and recovering in diversity. X denotes a lineage removed as part of the mass extinction. Mass extinction is essentially instantaneous, but diversification is gradual. Clade sizes shown are those highlighted in balance and trait-variance comparisons below. S.B.H.) written in Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.5. The history of each simulated clade included three phases. First, the clade radiated from a single ancestor to reach a target size (number of descendent species) N. Second, the clade experienced a single episode of mass extinction (either random or selective) that reduced its size to N . Third, diversification resumed until the clade regained the target size N. We refer to the clades at the end of each phase as pre-extinction, postextinction, and postrecovery clades, respectively (Fig. 1) . We also considered properties of the midradiation clade, which is the clade at size N during its original radiation (Fig. 1 ).
Phase I: Initial Radiation
Following Heard (1996) , our model allowed for variation in speciation rates among lineages and through time. At any time during radiation, each extant species had an associated speciation probability that depended on the value of a quantitative trait of individuals evolving in a random walk. We began with a single species and then stepped through time allowing both trait evolution and speciation (but not extinction) until the target clade size N was reached. We grew trees of size N = 40 species (results for N = 20 and N = 80 were very similar and are not shown). We calculated two quantities for each pre-extinction clade: Colless's imbalance I c (0 for a perfectly balanced tree, 1 for a perfectly imbalanced tree; Heard, 1992) and trait variance σ 2 t (the variance in log 10 trait values across the N species at the tips of the tree).
The evolving quantitative trait, Z, could represent any trait of individuals (or species) that is associated with speciation rate, such as body size, dispersal ability, generation time, or geographical range (Vrba and Eldredge, 1984; Jablonski, 1987; Heard and Hauser, 1995; Heard, 1996; Purvis, 1996) . Evolutionary change in Z was punctuated and logBrownian (Heard, 1996) ; change occured only at speciation events (in one of two daughter species), and the logarithm of Z evolved in a random walk. Therefore, after speciation one daughter species inherited the trait value held by its ancestor, and the other took a new trait value incorporating a stochastic evolutionary change: log 10 (Z new ) = log 10 (Z old ) + ε, where ε was drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation σ Z . We simulated trait evolution on a logarithmic scale because this made a given proportional change (say, +10%) equally likely for any current trait value.
Speciation rates in our model were controlled by the values of the quantitative trait Z. At any time each extant lineage possessed a (relative) speciation rate s i = Z i /c, with c a constant chosen such that the probability of multiple speciation events in one iteration was negligible. The time units used, although consistent within and among simulations, were entirely arbitrary. Because we focus on patterns in tree topology rather than on branch lengths, the precise choice of time units is unimportant.
When the underlying quantitative trait does not evolve (σ Z = 0), speciation rates are equal across all lineages and through time; i.e., our model simplifies to the well-known equal rates Markov (ERM) model (Yule, 1924; Heard, 1992; Nee, 2001) . Larger values of σ Z lead to more rapid trait evolution, larger trait variance σ 2 t , more speciation-rate heterogeneity, and more imbalanced phylogenetic trees (Heard, 1996) . We modeled clades with σ Z = 0, 0.1, and 0.2, a range that produces pre-extinction trees ranging in imbalance from the ERM expectation to moderate imbalance. Still larger values (σ Z ≈ 0.3, corresponding to at least a twofold change in trait value in >30% of speciation events) are required to produce pre-extinction trees with imbalance typical of literature trees (Heard, 1996) . We stopped short of including such large values because we were explicitly interested in whether past extinction could contribute to imbalance in real trees, obviating the need to posit such biologically implausible (Heard, 1996) rates of trait evolution.
Phase II: Mass Extinction
We imposed mass extinctions varying in intensity from 25% to 90% (25%, 50%, 75%, or 90%; i.e., N = 0.75N, 0.5N, 0.25N, or 0.1N, respectively). We included very severe extinctions because paleontological evidence suggests that such events have occured repeatedly through at Earth history (Raup, 1979; Archibald and Bryant, 1990; Hallam, 1990; Johnson, 1992; Adrain et al., 1998) . Extinction was imposed as a single bout, without concurrent speciation events.
We considered three very different extinction regimes: random, selective on diversifiers, and selective on relicts. In a random mass extinction (or "field of bullets" scenario), the species lost were chosen without regard for phylogenetic position, speciation probability, or trait value. In selective mass extinctions, in contrast, extinction probabilities were correlated (positively or negatively) with speciation rates across species. A selective-on-diversifiers extinction had a positive correlation, such that lineages with high speciation rates were most prone to extinction. This regime tended to trim twigs (young species) from the tree. A selectiveon-relicts extinction, in contrast, had a negative correlation and tended to remove long branches (living fossils with no close relatives) from the tree. For simplicity, we modeled selective extinctions that were entirely deterministic; i.e., if 25% of the species were to be removed in a selective-on-diversifiers extinction, then all (and only) members of the upper quartile of the Z distribution were chosen. Although a model in which extinction risk reflects both trait value and a stochastic component might be more realistic, in previous modeling (Heard and Mooers, 2000) such added complications did not greatly affect results.
We implemented each of the three extinction regimes on each pre-extinction tree and calculated imbalance (I c ) and trait variance (σ 2 t ) for every postextinction tree.
Phase III: Recovery
Lineages surviving the mass extinction were allowed to resume diversification, following the same trait evolution and speciation model in force before extinction began. The recovery phase continued until the target size N was regained. We calculated imbalance (I c ) and trait variance (σ 2 t ) for each postrecovery tree.
Analysis
For each evolutionary scenario (combination of N, N , and σ Z ), we generated 1,000 pre-extinction clades, each of which was subjected to (and recovered from) each of the three types of mass extinction. For each scenario, we evaluated the effect of mass extinc- Fig. 1 ) and by comparing trait variance between midradiation and postextinction clades (both of size N ). Because trends are so clear, we did not conduct formal statistical analyses, but we show approximate 95% confidence intervals (x ± 2 SE) in all figures.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Extinction and Recovery in ERM Trees
For clades diversifying under the ERM model (σ Z = 0), our simulations produced pre-extinction phylogenies with imbalance matching the analytical expectation (Heard, 1992) . Random mass extinction (and recovery) does not change imbalance for ERM clades (Fig. 2 , left, circles), verifying Slowinski and Guyer's (1989) claim to that effect. Selective extinctions are not defined for ERM clades because they operate only when speciation probability varies among lineages as a result of nonzero trait variance.
Random Mass Extinction and Recovery
in Non-Markov Trees For clades diversifying with amonglineage variation in speciation rates (σ Z > 0), pre-extinction imbalance increases with σ Z as expected (Fig. 2, compare circles, triangles,  squares) . Also as expected, trait variance increases through diversification (Fig. 3 , compare midradiation and pre-extinction trees), and it increases faster for larger σ Z (Fig. 3 , compare circles, triangles, squares). Trait variance is a critical quantity in our models because it controls the degree of amonglineage variation in speciation rates (Heard, 1996) .
In contrast to its lack of effect on ERM clades, random mass extinction in non-ERM clades can leave a clear signature: an increase in imbalance in postrecovery trees (compared with the corresponding preextinction trees; Fig. 2, left) . The effect is stronger with larger among-lineage variation in speciation rates (larger σ Z ). The effect of random mass extinction also varies (nonlinearly) with extinction intensity: it first increases but then peaks and declines as mass extinction becomes more intense. For σ Z = 0.2 and N = 40 (Fig. 2, left, squares) , 25% extinction has a negligible effect on imbalance, 50% extinction has a moderate effect, and 75% extinction has a dramatic effect, but 90% extinction has about the same effect as 75%. Still more severe extinctions actually have little or no effect on imbalance (data not shown).
Random mass extinction affects postrecovery imbalance because although it removes diversity it retains a signal of the evolution that produced that diversity. In particular, trait variance increases during radiation but in most cases is reduced only slightly by random mass extinction (Fig. 3, left ; see also Foote, 1997) . Therefore, the postextinction clade has much greater σ 2 t than did the midradiation clade of comparable size (N ). Recovery then builds on this greater σ 2 t (and the ensuing among-lineage variation in speciation rates) to produce a postextinction tree that is highly imbalanced.
An exception to the imbalancing effect of random mass extinction arises when extinction is severe enough to reduce the clade VOL. 51 to just a few survivors, in which case postextinction trait variance is reduced sharply. This reduction comes about because random mass extinction is equivalent to taking a random sample from the pre-extinction distribution of trait values. When a small sample is taken from a distribution, the population variance ([sum of squares]/n) for the small sample will underestimate the variance of the sampled distribution, a bias corrected by calculating the sample variance as (sum of squares)/(n − 1) (see Sokal and Rohlf, 1995) . For mass extinctions of moderate severity, the expected reduction in σ 2 t is small, but for our data with N = 40 this effect is already apparent at 90% extinction (N = 4; Fig. 2 ).
Selective Mass Extinction and Recovery
Mass extinction acting selectively (on the quantitative trait Z, which also controls speciation rate) tends to decrease rather than increase imbalance in the postrecovery clades (Fig. 2, center and right) , leaving trees closer to the ERM expectation. The explanation is simple: Selective mass extinction sharply reduces σ 2 t by removing species from one extreme of the pre-extinction distribution of trait values (Fig. 3, center and right) . The strongly selective extinctions we implemented do not just turn back the clock but instead leave postextinction clades with trait values and speciation probabilities more homogeneous than in the corresponding midradiation clades (Fig. 3, center and right) . The effect on postrecovery tree balance can be quite strong for extinctions that are selective on diversifiers (Fig. 2, center) but is weaker for extinctions that are selective on relicts (Fig. 2, right) . This contrast arises because selective-on-diversifiers and selectiveon-relicts extinctions have different effects on postextinction tree balance (data not shown). Selective-on-diversifiers extinctions leave extremely balanced postextinction trees (because they remove species from the most diverse lineages), which exacerbates the effects of trait-variance reduction. Selectiveon-relicts extinctions, however, make depauperate lineages even more so, leaving imbalanced postrecovery trees and weakening the effects of trait-variance reduction.
Mass Extinctions in Earth History
The models explored here illuminate an important contrast between mass extinctions that are selective or random with respect to speciation rates or with respect to heritable traits of individuals or species on which speciation rates depend. Unfortunately, the degree to which mass extinctions through Earth history have been selective in this way remains poorly understood. There is no doubt that at the coarsest scales, mass extinctions have often been selective with respect to taxonomic groups (e.g., between phyla or classes; Raup, 1981; Clemens, 1986; Stanley, 1990) , ecological factors (e.g., surface vs. deep waters; Herman, 1990; Thomas, 1990; Canudo et al., 1991; Kaiho, 1992; McGhee, 1995) , or regional distributions (e.g., tropical vs. temperate; Stanley, 1984; Raup and Jablonski, 1993 [for rudist but not other bivalves]). At finer scales (e.g., species within families or within local communities), extinction appears to have acted selectively for some lineages in some extinction events (e.g., Keller, 1988; Chatterton and Speyer, 1989; Raup, 1994; Roy, 1996; Smith and Jeffery, 1998; Budd and Johnson, 1999; Eble, 2000) but randomly in many others (e.g., Valentine and Jablonski, 1986; Lupia, 1999; Smith and Bunje, 1999; Eble, 2000) . However, in only a handful of cases is there evidence for selectivity with respect to traits known to be, or suspected to be, linked to speciation rate. Several mass extinctions may have had disproportionate effects on marine invertebrates with planktotrophic larvae (Valentine and Jablonski, 1986; Chatterton and Speyer, 1989) , and planktotrophic larval stages have been associated with low speciation rates (Heard and Hauser, 1995) ; therefore, planktotrophy-biased extinctions are selective on relicts. Similarly, lineages with broad geographic ranges often survive mass extinctions well (Jablonski, 1995; Jablonski and Raup, 1995; McKinney, 1995; Erwin, 1998) . If such lineages have high speciation rates (because their ranges can be subdivided in many places), then range-biased extinctions are also selective on relicts.
Although theoretical models such as ours cannot say much about selectivity in any specific extinction event, our results are consisent with a scenario in which, through Earth history, mass extinctions have most often been nonselective or only weakly selective with respect to speciation rates. We make this suggestion because the overwhelming empirical pattern is for extant clades to have sharply imbalanced phylogenies. The gap between empirical levels of imbalance and predictions from plausible models of speciation processes (Losos and Adler, 1995; Mooers and Heard, 1997; Chan and Moore, 1999 ) is surprisingly broad. Invoking nonrandom extinction would only make the fit to the data poorer, because such mass extinction decreases rather than increases imbalance. Paleontological studies suggest that many past mass extinctions have been nonselective or only weakly selective with respect to many aspects of ecology and morphology (Raup and Boyajian, 1988; Raup, 1994; Foote, 1997; Lupia, 1999; Smith and Bunje, 1999; Eble, 2000) . Our simulation results are consistent with a process of diversification that combines heritable variation in speciation rates with episodes of mass extinction largely nonselective with respect to heritable speciation rates. Rather than simply interrupting diversification, mass extinctions may contribute (among other processes) to building the skewed pattern of diversity among clades that is evident in patterns of modern phylogenetic tree balance (Mooers and Heard, 1997 ).
An interesting goal for future research would be to compare imbalance among clades differing in past extinction history. If past mass extinctions really have contributed to modern-day imbalance, then clades that have suffered severe or repeated extinction episodes should be more imbalanced than those largely or completely spared. Unfortunately, we are currently unable to test this hypothesis directly. Such a test would require large numbers of well-estimated phylogenies for individual clades known to have experienced (or to have been spared) mass extinctions, but only a few such phylogenies (e.g., Harcourt-Brown, 2002 ) are currently available. Of course, random mass extinctions need not have contributed to imbalance in every modern clade to play an important role in explaining distributions of imbalance scores in compilations of clades (Mooers and Heard, 1997) .
The current round of anthropogenic extinctions, although it may rival past mass extinctions in rate and eventually in scope (see Gaston and Spicer, 1998) , appears to be acting nonrandomly in that relict species are more vulnerable to human impacts (our selectiveon-relicts regime; Gaston and Blackburn, 1997; McKinney, 1997; Purvis et al., 2000) . In this sense, the modern mass extinction may be operating quite differently from mass extinctions in the past. This difference has important consequences not only for the loss of evolutionary history expected (Heard and Mooers, 2000) but also for the taxonomic distribution of diversity (= imbalance) expected among survivors and (in the far and optimistic future) among a postrecovery flora and fauna that may be significantly reshaped by the modern mass extinction.
